Embedded Talent
Scale with world class talent

Introduction

What is Embedded Talent?
Embedded Talent
A dedicated consultant that offers an endto-end flexible recruitment service from
sourcing, assessing, placing, on-boarding,
and reporting while utilizing expertise,
innovative technology, and key
performance indicators designed
specifically for start-up and scale-up
FinTechs. Embedded Talent uses the power
of the leading FinTech search business
dedicated solely to your needs.

Embedded Talent

Dedicated onsite/ virtual consultant(s)

Daily/ weekly meetings
with hiring managers

Full access to our
internal delivery team

An average shortlist
delivery time of 7 days

Capacity to work on 30
positions at a time

Fixed monthly costs

 igital shortlists with
D
live video interviews 
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Ideal if your business is:

Rapidly scaling but
lacking the capacity
to deliver world
class talent

Embedded Talent

Needing to hire
faster and more
accurately

Struggling with your
current methods
that aren't
delivering the
volume required

Lacking ownership
over the
recruitment process

Focused on creating
an outstanding
employer brand
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The benefits:

Capacity & scalability

Reduced recruitment costs

Culture fit

Many who choose Embedded Talent as
their business is growing at a rate current
recruitment processes can't keep up
with.

Embedded Talent can be an alternative to
an internal team or used as a hybrid. The
Embedded Talent cost is equivalent to one
internal talent specialist in many cases.

TalentintheCloud has spent the last five
years perfecting the candidate
experience. The beauty of Embedded
Talent is that it combines our process
with your business.

We've created a workflow that allows 30
roles to be worked on at a given time,
with an average shortlist delivery time of
7 days. If a bigger project is needed,
multiple teams will be assigned.

Though, with Embedded Talent, you get a
dedicated consultant with the backing of
the TalentintheCloud team, our exclusive
FinTech network, search tools, and
technologies.

Embedded Talent

The dedicated consultant will be branded
as your own, with their LinkedIn profiles
and business email reflecting that.
They will be engrossed in your business,
understanding your culture fit inside out.
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Comparison

Scope of
responsibilities

Cost-savings
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Embedded Talent

In-house recruitment

Contigency agency

We offer flexibility when it comes
to managing responsibilities. We
provide guidance on effective
workforce planning, employer
branding, training and
development, building long-term
talent pools, sourcing and
process improvement.

Your in-house team has multiple
areas of responsibility to focus
on in order to hire successfully.
With so many responsibilities
unsupported by a broader team
of specialists, there is a higher
risk of falling behind in their
recruiting assignments.

Contingency recruitment teams
very seldom commit fully to any
given role or employer brand
because they are focused on the
"easy to fill" or "quick cash" model.
The scope of responsibility is illdefined because no contract is
confirmed by either party.

We reduce your hiring costs
significantly. We cover all the
bases of your hiring needs while
controlling recruitment
spending.

Hiring new staff members is
costly, and there are many
hidden costs with an internal
recruitment function. It's
important to factor in
advertising, tools, LinkedIn
subscription etc.

Cost per placement increases up
to 80%. Why? Because the fees
charged for individual
placements are usually relatively
high and has a large risk
attached to them.
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Comparison

Scalability

Expertise
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In-house recruitment

Contigency agency

The Embedded Talent model is
designed to rapidly scale
recruitment processes and gives
you the ultimate flexibility (up or
down).

To scale, you need to ramp up
your in-house team. They will
require management, additional
tools and more strain on HR. If
hiring isn't your core business,
consider outsourcing some or
all.

There is no scalability.
Contingency recruiters are only
focused on filling the roles that
they find "fill-able."

We have broader knowledge
and spend more time in the
market to find the right talent
for your business. We know
what an excellent candidate
looks like, which means getting
on to business and reducing
project delays.

In-house teams may lack
expertise in certain areas, such
as managing all elements of the
recruitment process, which is
vital to your business’s
competitive edge.

Although Contingency recruiters
are skilled in most areas of the
recruitment cycle – they are very
self-focused and tend not to
commit large amounts of time to
return to search if and when
needed on a continuous basis in
order to find the best talent.

Our work
Eran Feinstein

Group CEO, DPO Group
"TalentintheCloud has played an important role in
contributing to the success of DPO Group as a global
payments company. The relationship we have with
TalentintheCloud is a close partnership where we truly
value their expertise in the FinTech sector.
They deliver an unprecedented service, are always on
hand to offer advice and are seen by our ExCo as an
extension of our business."

Other Embedded Talent clients include:

Coverage
31 countries, 3 continents,
129 leadership roles,
31 nationalities,
42% women.
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Our global reach
We have unmatched coverage within the FinTech industry when it comes
to talent and diversity.

Embedded Talent
Embedded Talent

"

Partnering with an expert to design
and execute a customized process
that delivers exceptional business
results. Working together
collaboratively and seamlessly to
transform your organization’s
approach to talent acquisition.

Each project has set deliverables, timeframes and accountability.
Your project team will consist of a dedicated virtual/onsite
consultant. This team works in tandem to deliver unprecedented
results.

Lead researcher

Dedicated
consultant

Sourcing experts

"

Media consultants
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The process
Our 7-stage process is
designed to deliver the
top % of FinTech talent.

Complete peace of mind
Our Embedded Talent service offers our clients complete peace of mind that their
recruitment campaign is in the hands of an expert recruitment team with in-depth
expertise in the FinTech sector.
Built using the latest tools and techniques, TCS™ has revolutionized the way
FinTechs hire leadership talent.
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The process
1. Market mapping

Market mapping

Live daily updates to our database across the entire industry.

2. Inbound

Inbound

Latest techniques in digital marketing allows us to uncover
hidden talent.

3. Digital interviews

Digital interviews

Video interviews designed to significantly increase your
ability to hire the best talent.

4. Quality control

Quality control
Digital
shortlisting

Competency based interviews to assess cultural fit as well as
deep background checks.

5. Digital shortlisting
Reduce your time to hire by up to 70% by reviewing and
comparing recorded 1-2-1 interviews.

6. Top 15%
Digital shortlists allow you to compare candidates side-byside and focus on the top 15% of candidates.
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Fee structure
The Embedded Talent engagement will be conducted as a
monthly services agreement with a placement fee per
hire.
Embedded Talent can be an alternative to an internal
team or used as a hybrid. In many cases, the Embedded
Talent cost is equivalent to one internal talent specialist.
Though, with Embedded Talent, you get a dedicated
consultant with the backing of the TalentintheCloud
team, our exclusive FinTech network, search tools, and
technologies.
This is a cost-effective method if outsourcing all
recruitment is a must, as it's a fraction of the per hire fee
charged at specialist firms.
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Currency

Monthly fee

Per placement fee

USD

7850

2000

Embedded Talent commercial model

Contact
For hiring needs or
scaling strategies for
your FinTech.

Book a call

Book a call

Visit our website to book a call
+27 21 012 5989
info@talentinthecloud.io

Europe
16 Great Queen Street
Covent Garden
London
WC2B 5AH

Africa

Embedded Talent

B 108 Sandown Square
Sandown Road
Cape Town
South Africa

